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The other is "1.5GB," which was a typo. (It was originally supposed to read "2GB") Edit: Since I think
that we should clear some things up, let's talk about those 2 key excerpts from the Blogger, shall

we? "The other is 1.5GB, which is a typo. That's the total size of your installation, including the
"Core" and "Roles" directories, as well as all the files in those directories. I've tested both 1.5 and 2.0

on Windows and they are both fine." "Remember that the Red Hat base system is about the same
size as the VMware ESXi installation you just created, and you'll be installing a separate Linux

operating system. What this means is that it's possible to download the ESXi-based VMServer ESXi
download from VMware's site and the RPM-based Linux OS-based VMServer product from a different
site and swap them around. That's how you can have a "pure" VMware ESXi OS installation. It's really
no different than giving someone instructions to download the Android OS and then the FireTV app

from the Android OS and then the FireTV app from the FireTV OS. It's just a little confusing." So
basically, as I said, it's a typo, and it's the opposite of what you may think. However, regarding the

second quote, I'd have to agree with you, in the very least. As a matter of fact, I'd say that "it's really
no different than giving someone instructions to download the iOS OS and then the WiFi connection
app from the iPhone/iPad OS and then the WiFi connection app from the iOS OS" is far more correct,
in my humble opinion. But, with all of that said, I completely respect your thoughts/opinions on this

matter. :) And, as you probably already know, there's plenty of debate online about all of this.
Hopefully, we've helped some out. :) Cheers. A: To add to this: I received a phone call from one of
the commentators today who had this little error [1] and he tells me that VMware contacted him
directly and they wrote the 1.5GB being a typo to the only place where he saw it. [1] I think it's a

software/key generation error. I have no idea why a hardware failure could cause this. In a
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